A Fully Multi-Material Three-Dimensional Printed Soft Gripper with Variable Stiffness for Robust Grasping.
Multi-material three-dimensional (3D) printing has provided the possibility of direct 3D printing of soft actuators with high complexity and functionality in a fast and easy fabrication process. In this article, we present the design of a multi-material 3D printed variable stiffness soft robotic gripper to ensure grasping robustness during high acceleration. The proposed gripper contains two identical soft fingers, with each finger including a pneumatic actuator and an integrated layer jamming unit. Prototypes of the soft finger, with material hardness transfer from the soft-bodied actuator to the hard pneumatic tubing and layer jamming unit, are fully fabricated by one-step 3D printing. A multi-material 3D printer, Objet350Connex, is used to directly print out the whole finger without the need for an additional casting process. The printed soft finger has a complex inner geometry, which integrates a small, light, and flexible layer jamming unit. The proposed finger can freely deform at low stiffness and maintain its grasping robustness at high stiffness during high acceleration. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed design, the gripper is mounted on a robotic arm to evaluate its grasping robustness. With the aid of the integrated layer jamming unit, grasping robustness can be guaranteed when the robotic arm is moving at acceleration up to 8 m/s2. The results show that the proposed soft gripper is an effective design, which can guarantee grasping robustness during high acceleration.